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Verification and validation of multi model ensemble forecast system for seasonal operational forecast applying multi model ensemble technique, making use of model outputs of state-of-the-art global models from NCEP and ECHAM4P5. The models have different resolution then they are regraded in to the seam resolutions (0.250), 400

observed climatological observed data from NMA is integrated to improve quality of the forecast. The observed values and forecast values are determined for each constituent model at the resolution of 0.25×0.25 utilizing one season datasets (1983 to 2011) and the multi model ensemble forecasts (monthly) are generated at the same resolution on

a real-time basis. The ensemble forecast fields are then used to prepare forecasts for each region, taking the average value of all grid points falling in a particular region. Based on the verification rainfall forecast reveals that the technique, in general, is capable of providing reasonably good forecast skill over most part of the country, particularly

over the states where the ENSO systems are more dominant.
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In high and mid-latitudes, seasons are classified as winter, spring, summer and autumn, while in low latitudes

they are categorized as wet and dry seasons. In the case of Ethiopia, the seasons are classified into three

periods based on annual rainfall patterns as following June- September (kiremt), October– January (bega) and

February–May (belg). Among the three seasons, kiremt has the highest importance because this is when most

parts of the country receive 60-90 percent of their rainfall and 90-95 percent of food is produced. (Curt

Reynolds). However, this season is characterized by high variability and failure of this season usually leads to

food insecurity, as the majority of livelihood in the country is subsistent and rain fed agriculture. Having prior

information on the season’s performance is therefore, crucial for making strategic, tactical and operational

decisions. Understanding its benefits, National Meteorology and Hydrology Services (NMHS) and Regional

and Global Centers world wide regularly issues seasonal forecast using different methods. Among the most

widely used forecast systems, the Multi Modal Ensemble (MME) method is takes the average of forecasts

from different models or ensemble members with technical bias corrections. Despite, the MME has proven to

be useful over many parts of the globe, there is a need to evaluate its skill over Ethiopia before adopting it for

operational purposes. Thus, the aim of this study is to verify and validate MME over Ethiopia during kiremt

(JJAS) season.

One approach to taking account of model uncertainties is to include other models in the ensemble system.

Ideally the models used should be as independent of each other as possible so that their errors and weaknesses

are as independent as possible. Evans et al (2000) and Mylne et al (1999) describe experiments combining the

NCEP ensemble with an ensemble using the ECHAM4P5 forecast model. The ECHAM4P5 is completely

independent of the NCEP model, having different dynamics and physics, but has comparable average forecast

skill in distribution. These are combined to generate AMU Forecast Model, so the combined ensemble

sampled both different initial condition uncertainties (through use of an independent analysis system) and

different model uncertainties. Results showed considerable improvements in skill for the multi-model multi-

analysis (or multi-system) ensembles compared to the single ensemble, with no increase in ensemble size.

This is believed to be due to the fact that in synoptic situations or geographical locations where one model

performs poorly, another independent skillful model may often perform relatively better.

1
To develop and validate ( multi model ensemble) MME model forecast system in Ethiopia.

To verify (multi model ensemble) MME forecast skill in Ethiopia during Kiremt (JJAS) in Ethiopia.
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The study is take place in all part of Ethiopia (33E - 48E, 3N – 15N), the country has different agro

climatological future with complex topography and variable weather and climate conditions then we use eight

representative rainfall homogenous zones for the study.

Zone 1, Gewane, Lat, 10.1, Long 40.4

Zone 2, Bahir Dar Lat, 11.4, Long, 37.2

Zone 3 , Jimma , Lat, 7.4, Long 36.5

Zone 4, Addis Ababa Lat, 9.0 Long, 38.5

Zone 5, Dire Dawa, Lat 9.4, Long 41.5

Zone 6, Arab Minch Lat, 6.1, Long, 37.4

Zone 7, Gode Lat, 5.5, Long, 43.4

Zone 8, H/Mariam Lat 5.38, Long, 38.14

Observed data was then merged with these network data to minimize trend error of precipitation forecast with

systematical error reduction with the below listed equations (eq…1, 2, 3). Detail methodology on building the

forecast model, verification and validation processes are shown in the flow chart below (Fig 2).

Both NCEP and ECHAM4.5 models are forced at persisted (PSST) scenario. Persists the observed SST of the

most recent 1 month. And scenario SSTs (SSST), the SSST forecasts consisting of multi-model averaged SST

“scenarios” designed to include a measure of the uncertainties in the SST forecast (Barnston et al. 2010).

Observed data was then merged with these network data to minimize trained error of precipitation forecast with

systematical error reduction with the below listed equations (eq…1, 2, 3). Detail methodology on building the

forecast model, verification and validation processes are shown in the flow chart below (chart.1).

Figure 1 Notion of general MME scheme Source (www.wmolc.org)
The vertical dotted line denotes time t = 0; the area to the left denotes the training phase where a large number of

forecast experiments are carried out. During this period, the available observed fields provide statistical

relationships, which are then passed on to the area t > 0 (on the right).

Where, Bb is the biased ensemble mean, N number of models, Fi is the ith model forecast out of N models.

Bc is the bias-corrected ensemble mean, Fi is the mean of ith forecast over the training period, is the observed mean over the
training period. The systematic errors for forecast models can be removed due to anomaly term, , which accounts model's own
seasonal climatology. A multi-model prediction can be created by the following equation at a fixed grid point.

In the regular multiple regression method, the weights ai are computed at each grid point by minimizing the
following function: where S(t) is a multi-model ensemble prediction for time t, a time mean of the observed
state, a weight for model i, i the model index, N the number of models, a time mean of the prediction by model i,
and Fi(t) a prediction by model i.

Where O(t) denotes a observed state, t time, and t-train the length of the training period.

In most of the applications of multi-model ensemble method, the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm can be

efficiently used in order to minimize the above function J. However, there are singular value problems in this

algorithm especially for the application to precipitation forecasts because of many of zero rain events. This

problem can satisfactorily be solved by an algorithm, known as singular value decomposition (SVD). Instead of

using the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm, the SVD is, therefore, the method of choice for solving the

equation (eq.4)

Chart .1 MME verification and validation flow chart
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Comparison was made using maps (observed, individual forecasted mean with climatological

observed mean) and time series for representative stations from eight homogenous rainfall zones

(Diro G.)

1
Monthly rainfall data (for the period of 1983-2011) for 400 rainfall stations was obtained from NMA archives.

Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method with topography effect considerations was then used to grid the

data to a 25km x 25km resolution to generate 7200 Artificial Station Networks. A 0.5°x0.5° CFS NCEP 24

ensemble multi model, 2.80 x 2.80 ECHAM4P5 24 ensemble multi model forecasts data that were used to

generating the multi model ensemble forecast, each model has different resolution then we re-grid them in to

0.25°x0.25° resolution. The strategy for multi model ensemble (Krishnamurti et al 1999, 2000), involves two

phases. In the first phase, known as training period, utilizes the direct model outputs and the corresponding

Observed fields to derive the statistics. The weight for each model is generated from the least square

minimization of the difference between the analysis (observed field) and model output utilizing a training

period of n-1 month.

Both NCEP and ECHAM4.5 model are forced at persisted (PSST) scenario. Persists the observed SST of the

most recent 1 month. And scenario SSTs (SSST), the SSST forecasts consisting of multi-model averaged SST

“scenarios” designed to include a measure of the uncertainties in the SST forecast (Barnston et al. 2010).

Climatological models forecast spatial comparisons of 

model with climatological observed. 

Verification results for the 28 years period showed

highest positive bias over west Oromia and highest

negative bias over northwest of the country. Generally,

the model forecast performed well over most parts of the

country, except it overestimates in northwestern parts of

the country and underestimates some part of western

Ethiopia. In terms of spatial coverage, 95 % of the

country falls in bias values ranging from – 72 to + 113.6

mm the multi model ensemble forecast.

ECHAM4P5 forecast is able to show good forecast skill

in distribution but poor skill forecast in amount, NCEP

forecast has good skill both in amount and distribution

except in northwest part of the country. The MME

forecast is able to improve the forecast by minimizing the

error due to initial condition and bounder conditions of

the model. The MME forecast is mostly fit with the

climatological observed. When we see the bias between

each models with the observed the maximum bias is

(31.75 to 996.1) with ECHAMP5, (-305.7 to -124.45)

with NCEP and (-72 to 113.6) with MME forecast,

respectively.

MME Time Sires model forecast analysis between ECHAM4P5(blue), observed(red), NCEP(gray) and MME(yellow)

Both NCEP and ECHAM4P5 model forecast have different patterns mostly at the begins and ending (1983, 2010

and 2011) in most zones. NCEP forecast has better skill forecast than ECHAM4P5 model in patter and amount, but

ECHAM4P5 model forecast is slightly preformed in patter than amount with the observed. But the MME model

forecast has better forecast skill than NCEP and ECHAM4P5 forecast model through all homogenous zones.
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One of the very specific requirement for the Integrated Agro-advisory Service, high resolution and deterministic

forecast has great importance for food security, Agriculture insurance, fertilization consumption and much more

applications. Then using multi model ensemble forecast is significant to improve seasonal forecast by reducing

different models forecast error through systematical error reduction methods, generally MME forecast system has

better forecast skill than individual model forecasts, when we see individual forecast models NCEP model forecast

has good forecast skill than ECHAM4P5 model forecasts both in amount and distributions but ECHAM4P5

slightly preformed in patter in all homogenous zones. And the models forecast skill is better in definite ENSO

conditions. Then systematical error redaction and number of ensemble models have great contribution to improve

seasonal forecast skill.
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